FAQ’s / SAFETY

WHAT SHOULD I TAKE WITH ME

• Shit-ton of eco friendly sun protection
• Backup board, leash, fins etc
• 1 or 2 tins of bug spray, they only come at sun-down.
• Or, Tracksuit pants/log sleeve shirt (only needed for mosquito hour at 7-8pm strip back down to boards and bikini thereafter.
• Sun glasses x 2
• Sarong
• Hat
• You don’t need trousers in Indo. You may need a warm top once or twice
• 1 towel for salt, one for shower
• Goggles and snorkle - We have, they get bust/lost now and then. Helps to bring
• Fins - definitely worth having for the snorkelling!!
• Boardies - all you wear really.
• Biodegradable soaps and shampoos
• Cash - Let your banks know you’ll be making multiple transactions at the airport. Indo has a max limit so your card could get blocked for multiple transactions. Takes one guy to slow everybody down while you try contact your banks.
• Reef booties/shoes (not essential but useful when swimming ashore, even if you don’t surf)
• Earplugs / Eye mask
• For the girls: bring some long tops/cover ups and long skirt/trousers for travelling (mainland Sumatra is Muslim so we cover up when travelling in these parts. Once you’re on the boat and anywhere in the islands go as you please
• Power/party shirt (no power shirt no entry!)
• Bluetooth speaker
• Books/sketchbook/games
• Yoga mat

SEE NEXT PAGE
WHATS THE PRICE

- If you book inside this year you get this years price at 15 million for 10 days and 17 million for 12 days, per person. Includes all meals, snacks and refreshments. Roaming the archipelago and sleeping where the waves are. The infamous Treasures/Cobras/Turtles etc, or the other side with the spoils of the Bay of Plenty.
- Excludes transfers and beers but we can help you organising all that easily.
- We need 5 to commit our boat trips.

SAFETY

- We have an emergency waterproof Personal Locator Beacon - EPIRB, satellite accurate to 25m.
- Garmin Explorer anytime anywhere SOS comms linked to a subscription, with immediate reaction response, waterproof to 3m, trip long battery life.
- Marine radio
- Walkie talkie comms with the other boats and camps.
- 100kg lifejackets
- Flares
- Extinguishers
- Flints
- Waterproof matches etc

MALARIA

- We advise you to listen to your doctors advice. We haven’t had any malaria reported in the area, the majority of guests don’t take the pills.